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SPINDLE MOULDER TT3085/4

€1 .152,89 (excl. VAT)

Compact but powerful spindle moulder, suitable for use in any small workshop or at home. The machine
can be used at four speeds and is driven by a 230V motor that delivers 2HP. This allows the machine to

handle a wide range of applications. Suitable for standard milling work, rebating or (with optional adapter
and collet) profiling using router bits. Because of its low speed of 1400 rpm, this milling machine is also

suitable for sanding. With the help of our accessories, cutters and adaptors, the possibilities of this
machine are thus endless.

The TT3085 has a stable, cast iron work table that rests on a sturdy, steel chassis. Standard equipped
with aluminium guide and sliding table (700 mm) on ball bearings. Adaptor for router bits is optionally

available. Wheel kit optionally available.

SKU: 0SPCF30854
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GALERIJAFBEELDINGEN

Compact but powerful spindle moulder, suitable for use in any small workshop or at home. The machine can be
used at four speeds and is driven by a 230V motor that delivers 2HP. This allows the machine to handle a wide
range of applications. Suitable for standard milling work, rebating or (with optional adapter and collet) profiling
using router bits. Because of its low speed of 1400 rpm, this milling machine is also suitable for sanding. With

the help of our accessories, cutters and adaptors, the possibilities of this machine are thus endless.

The TT3085 has a stable, cast iron work table that rests on a sturdy, steel chassis. Standard equipped with
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aluminium guide and sliding table (700 mm) on ball bearings. Adaptor for router bits is optionally available.
Wheel kit optionally available.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Spindle moulder 30mm
Four speeds

Milling tenons
Sanding

Compact and sturdy design
Adaptor for router bits

Tenoning cart

DESCRIPTION

Compact but powerful spindle moulder, suitable for use in any small workshop or at home. The machine can be
used at four speeds and is driven by a 230V motor that delivers 2HP. This allows the machine to handle a wide
range of applications. Suitable for standard milling work, rebating or (with optional adapter and collet) profiling
using router bits. Because of its low speed of 1400 rpm, this milling machine is also suitable for sanding. With

the help of our accessories, cutters and adaptors, the possibilities of this machine are thus endless. The TT3085
has a stable, cast iron work table that rests on a sturdy, steel chassis. Standard equipped with aluminium guide
and sliding table (700 mm) on ball bearings. Adaptor for router bits is optionally available. Wheel kit optionally

available.

No video available for this product!

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 75 kg

Motor 2 PK
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Voltage 230 V

Shaft diameter 30 mm

No-load speed 1400rpm, 4000rpm, 6000rpm, 9000rpm

Table opening 150mm

Max. Ø cutterhead 140mm

Height of groove 100mm

Worktable 600x400mm

Sliding table 400x250mm


